The starring point lor this study was the rotating trapezoidal window. The The rotating trapezoidal window (Ames, 1951) is perceived to oscillate, i.e., to change Its drrection of motion regularly, although it is rotating if! the same direction all the time. A central problem in many of the studies of this illusion (for recent reviews see Epstein, 1967, pp. 56-63, and Graham, 1968 ) is whether there is information available in the proximal stimulation concerning the perceived direction of rotary motion. It seems reasonable to assume that there should be such mformauon, as the direction is perceived correctly in many other cases, hut in most analyses 01 the illusion. Including Ames ' (1951), it has been assumed that Information about direction is missing. The general aim of this study was to reanalyze the prohlem of availahle information In this case and to study empirically how this information is utilized by the Ss. Only monocular VIsion is considered. A central role in this reanalysis has a twofold geometrical analysis: (I) of the proximal changes corresponding to a distal rotation, and (2) of logically possible reverse projections corresponding to a certain proximal change.
The starring point lor this study was the rotating trapezoidal window. The The rotating trapezoidal window (Ames, 1951 ) is perceived to oscillate, i.e., to change Its drrection of motion regularly, although it is rotating if! the same direction all the time. A central problem in many of the studies of this illusion (for recent reviews see Epstein, 1967, pp. 56-63, and Graham, 1968 ) is whether there is information available in the proximal stimulation concerning the perceived direction of rotary motion. It seems reasonable to assume that there should be such mformauon, as the direction is perceived correctly in many other cases, hut in most analyses 01 the illusion. Including Ames ' (1951) , it has been assumed that Information about direction is missing. The general aim of this study was to reanalyze the prohlem of availahle information In this case and to study empirically how this information is utilized by the Ss. Only monocular VIsion is considered. A central role in this reanalysis has a twofold geometrical analysis: (I) of the proximal changes corresponding to a distal rotation, and (2) of logically possible reverse projections corresponding to a certain proximal change.
The Analysis from Distal to Proximal Stimulation
It is assumed here that physical space is Euclidean, and the proximal stimulation is described on a stationary picture plane. The interest is directed to the question of whether the proximal stimulation is different for the two possible directions of rotary motion. It will be shown that they are, when polar projection is used. The proximal stimulation in the first two experiments is not available in parallel projection. The importance of polar projection for correctly perceived direction of motion was emphasized by and Braunstein (1%(0.). I t is also indicated by the fact that reversal illusions occur more easily when the projection is parallel or when It IS polar with a small visual angle. Philip and Fisichelli (1945) , using parallel projection. and Wallach and O'Connell (1953) , using a small visual angle meaning nearly parallel projection, often obtained reversals of direction. The importance of VIsual angle for the illusory oscillat ion to appear, described in terms of distance between observer and object. was noticed already by Kenyon (1898) . and more recently it was demonstrated in experiments by Zegers (1964) , Haber (1965). and Freeman and Pasnak (1968) . Kilpatrick ( 1(53) was on a Similar line when exnlaining Pastore's (1952) findings hy the Sill ,III visual angles he used.
Pl)~sible Reverse Projections
In tlus analysis, which is closely related to rhos... of Johansson (1964) and Jotansson and Jansson (19/', 8) , the altern ""es li1 a three-dimensional space which could give the two-dimensional stimulus pattern arc studied. These alternatives are here called "reverse projections." and have in other contexts been called "equivalent configurations " (e.g., lttelson, 1960) . Srnctly , they are only geometrical possibilities, but they may be interpreted 10 different ways. They may be considered as possible distal stimulation corresponding to the proximal stimulation, or they may be considered as possible perceived objects and events In perceived space. If physical and perceived space are assumed to have the same geometrical properties the geometrical analyses are identical m the two cases.
ThIS kind of analysis has not been given very much attention in earlier studies. It was, e.g., not made in otherwise closely related studies by and von Fieandt and Gibson (IQ59) In those studies It was shown that the proximal stimulation IS different for two kinds of distal stimuli and that the ohservers can discriminate between these. The geometrically possible alternatives with form and size changes in reverse projection were not taken into consideration (cf. Johansson, 1964) .
Restrictions Applied to the Reverse Projection
When studying reverse projection there always seems to be found more than one alternative. But the percepts are usually specific, i.e., only one alternative IS perceived lr rdcr te, he ahle to predict percepts from the proximal stimulation the number of geometrically possible alternatives must be reduced 11 IS can '1e done by the Introduction of restrictions, i.e , rules allowing only certain kinds of reverse projections (cf. Johansson. 1964; Johansson & Jansson, 19(8) . An example of such a restriction is the statement that the size of the reverse projection remains constant over time. When suitable restrictions are applied it is often possible to obtain only one reverse projection, or rather on Iy one class of project ions with a common property. It is, as will be shown later. possible to obtain only one possible direction of motion in a circular path, in the reverse projection, even if the radius of the movement path is not determined and thus an mfinite number of alternatives remains.
Do the Subjects Utilize the Theoretical Possibility?
The geometrical analysis may demonstrate a possibility of obtaining a percept of a certain kind. But the question remains: do the Ss use this possibility? Some of the studies in this field. e.g., Graham (1963) and Guastella (1966) . were theoretical analyses, and no empirical evidence was given, except for the existence of the oscillation Illusion.
Two main reasons why a theoretical possibility of getting specific percepts may not be utilized. will be given here. In the first place. it may be that the stimulus variable <.udicd is not utilized at all by the observers, either because of not being attended to, or because of the magnitude not being enough for passing the observer's psychophysical threshold for that variable. The latter alternative was proposed in the case of illusory directions of rotary motion by Kilpatrick (I <.?53), Zegers ( 1964) , Power (1967), and Hershberger (1967) . In the second place, the restrictions applied in the analysis may not be applied by the observers. Examples where this alternative seems probable will be given later.
When it is possible to predict percepts by applying certain restrictions in the geometrical analysis, these restrictions may be called "decoding principles," as in Johansson and Jansson (1968) .
Imagined and Physical Visual Angle Gibson and Gibson (1957) were careful in presenting the stimulation under a "correct" visual angle, i.e., the visual angle under which the stimulus pattern was given (here called "physical visual angle") was the same as that one determining the stimulation (here called "imagined visual angle"). Braunstein ( 1966) allowed discrepancy between the two kinds of visual angle that were shown to affect the perceived rigidity. In the experiments reported here the stimulus patterns were produced art ificially, and the imagined visual angle was the angle used in calculating the stimulus patterns. This angle and the physical visual angle are both varied in Experiment I, but independently, as they may have different effects. The geometrical analysis given, however, is restricted to the "correct" physical visual angle; an "incorrect" visual angle complicates the analysis, e.g., by making the movement path less regular.
Simplif"ecationof the Stimulation
The rotating trapezoidal window is very complicated if a detailed analysis is wanted. A simpler kind of stimulation seems advantageous. One simplification is to study the vertical and horizontal proximal changes separately) These have been separated in the theoretical discussions by many writers (e.g., Kilpatrick, 1953; Guastella, 1966; Hershberger, 1967) , but they
have not yet been adequately separated in empirical research.
The analysis here began with two simple imagined distal changes that proximally are represented by horizontal and vertical changes, respectively: (I) a point moving at a constant speed in a circular path in the same horizontal plane as S's line of sight (see Fig. I ) and (2) a vertical line with constant length moving in the same way with its midpoint in the same horizontal plane.
In most discussions about the rotating trapezoidal window the unequal length of the two vertical sides was considered as an important aspect of the distal stimulation. This aspect is introduced here by a study of two distal vertical lines of unequal length, moving in the same circular path as the distal stimuli mentioned earlier but separated by a phase difference of 1f radians. This is the distal stimulation of the vertical sides of a trapezoidal window with a vertical axis of rotation midway between the two vertical sides.
General Problem
The distal to proximal analysis was made for each one of the three kinds of distal stimulation studied. Next, the possible reverse projections and the effects of different restrictions were studied. In the first two theoretical analyses the aim was to find restrictions allowing only one possible direction of motion, viz., the one from which the proximal stimulation was obtained. In the third analysis the aim was to find restrictions determining the relative mean distance of the two changes. The empirical problem in the three experiments was to study if the Ss utilize the possibilities demonstrated in the theoretical analyses. More exact formulations will be given below in each case.
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EXPERIMENT I HORIZONTAL CHANG!;:: ONE POINT Geometrical Analysis From distal to proximal stimulation. In parallel projection the proximal stimulation corresponding to a point moving at a constant speed in a circular path in a horizontal plane consists of a horizontal to-and-fro motion wuh a sinusoidal change of position over time, which is identical for the two directions of rotation. In polar projection the sinusoidal curve is distorted, and the distortion is different for the two directions as shown 111 Fig. I . The left part of the figure shows the imagined distal stimulation, where the angle describing its position and the imagined visual angle are also defined. The change of proximal position on the picture plane in the left part of the figure is shown in the two diagrams to the right, one diagram for each direction. The meaning of the unit of the y-axis in these diagrams is indicated on the picture plane in the left part of the figure. The variable on the x-axes in the diagrams is the distal position described by the angle indicated in the left part of the figure. This angle has a positive sign when the movement IS counterclockwise and a negative sign when it is clockwise. If speed is imagined as constant, as it is in this analysis, the x-axes may also represent time, and the curves then show the change over time of the proximal position of the point. Observe that maxima and minima do not appear at the points where x is a multiple of 1f, as in parallel projection, but are displaced. This means that, e.g., time and mean speed differ for the two directions. Thus, proximally, the time used from right to left is shorter than that from left to right, when the distal direction of rotation is clockwise, and the reverse is true of the counterclockwise direction. In the sense of giving different proximal stimulations, information about direction of motion is thus available. This analysis gave a result different from that of Kilpatrick (1953) , who stated the horizontal visual angle to be ambiguous as to rotation and oscillation, and Graham (1963) , who discussed the horizontal change in terms of the differential angular velocity between two points on the rotating surface and found them ambiguous as to the direction of motion. These analyses do not seem to have been detailed enough. The difference between the two directions was shown, however, by Hershberger (1967) in terms of velocity and acceleration. His analysis is similar to the one of the present authors concerning the relation between distal and proximal stimulation.
Possible reverse projections. For the proximal stimulation described above an infinite number of reverse projections is possible. One class of possibilities consists of two-dimensional motions with the same relative characteristics as the proximal stimulation. Another is a class of Circular paths with constant speed, from which the proximal stimulation was constructed. The number in each of these classes is infinite because of the mean distance of these possibilities not being determined. Possible reverse projections are also noncircular paths with speed changing, and in this case both directions are possible alternatives for the same proximal stimulation. If by information about direction it is meant that there is only one possible direction in reverse projection, there is no information available in the proximal stimulation.
With suitable restrictions applied it is possible, however, to obtain only one possible direction of motion. Two restrictions are necessary: constant speed and circular path. Each of them alone gives both directions as possible reverse projections. The radius of the circle and the level of speed are not determined.
Problem
The geometrical analysis showed that the proximal stirnulatron with two restrictions applied allows only one possible direction of
Distat position (a) (Tim.)
. . The moving _ --_ point rota lion in the reverse projection. The aim of the experiment was to see if the Ss utilize this possibility of perceiving a certain direction. Since it might be that the distortion must be above a certain degree to pass some psychophysical threshold. the problem was studied for differen t imagined visual angles and also for different physical visual angles, i.c., the angle between the most extreme positions of the proximal stirnularion.f
The experiment was designed to give an answer to the followmg two questions: (1) Do the Ss perceive the direction of motion given In the proximal horizontal change when the rcstnctions of constant speed and circular path arc applied, i.e.. du they report the "correct" drrcction? (2)Whatls the form of the perceived path of movement?
It may be explicitly stated that the cssenual independent variable in this experiment consisted of the proximal movement patterns defined by the different imaginal and physical visual angle. The proximal size and intensity of the SpOI were constant, which may be considered as conflicting cues Indicating no change of distance from S.
Method
Stimuli. The st imul i were artificially produced movement patterns. corresponding to the combinations of conditions given in Table I . For the stimuli in polar projection half the number of exposures was given in each direction. The frequency was 0.5 cps. The object moving was a brigh t spot (0.5 em diam) projected from behind the screen by an oscilloscope onto a focusing screen.
Viewing conditions. Around the screen a small room of black cloth was built in order 10 eliminate all cues about the two-dimensionality of the screen. S viewed monocularly through a black-painted short tube allowing a visual angle of about 50 deg into this room at a distance of 50 cm from .the screen. During the exposure of the stimulation the whole outside room was also darkened but in between the exposures it was lighted and S looked mio this room to prevent his eye from dark-adapung (Should this happen. he might have got cues about the scrccn.)
Apparatus. The oscilloscope (Tectronix 5(5). from which the stimuli were projected, was fed by a conventional function generator in the case of pure sinusoidal change for the parallel projection stimuli and by a specially built function generator (Johansson, 196H) for the distorted curves. ThIS generator consisted of another oscilloscope (Tectromx 5(5) to the face of which a mask was attached consisting of a photographic glass plate (6.5 x 9.0 em) with the desired function, all tbe area below It blackened. Whcn given a horiz.ontal movement a spot 011 thrs OSCilloscope was made, by a photo-multiplier arrangement, to follow the edge of the black area, its vertical motion being the desired function. This motion was fed into the display oscilloscope to control the horizontal movement of thc spot. The photographic plates were negatives photographed from curves cut in white cardboard. Each plate contained six full cycles. and each cardboard cycle was 8.5 cm horizontally and 13.0 cm vertically, which on thc plate gave 1.2 and 1.9 em. respecuvely. The physical visual angle was varied by the amplifier of the osciiloscopc via a potentiometer, The movement path on the screen was 7.0. 14.1, and 28.7 Col for H. 16, and 32 dcg, respectively.
Procedure. The experiment consisted of two parts, called 1a and 1b, respectively. with different imagined and physical visual angles Each stimulus was presented 18 cycles. for technical reasons divided into three groups of 6 cycles separated by a 5·sec pause with no stimulation. making a total time of 46 sec. Each combination of imagined polar and physical visual angle was presented with both imagined directions, and each cornbmuuon with parallel projection twice in each block, wuhin which the orders were randomized. Two blocks were given. Tim means four presentations for each combinauon of imugincd and physical Visual angle.
On the table at which S was su ung was a paper '''1 wluch rune Perception & Psychophysics. 1969, Vol. 6 (I)
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categories of possible percepts were drawn: a two-dimensional path and two directions of four elliptical paths (ratio of vertical 10 horizontal axis: 1/3.2/3.3/3, and 4/3. the horizontal axis in all cases 6 em). S was instructed to imagine these figures as possible perceived forms of the movement path seen from above and either to choose one of these paths by reporting its index, or to draw another movement path. It was emphasized that no answer was right or wrong. and that drawing the answer was as good an alternative as choosing one of the given movement paths.
Subjects. The Ss were undergraduate students, in Experiment Ia. seven male and six female, and in Experimen t I b. six male and six female.
Result
The responses were grouped into two main groups, two-dimensional and three-dimensional, the last one subdivided in elliptical and nonelliptieal movement paths. The nonelliptical group consisted of the responses drawn by the Ss, the other of the elliptical movement paths given.
Each S gave four responses to each combination of imagined and physical visual angle. This means 52 responses to each combination in Experiment la and 48 in Experiment lb. The percentage given to each combination is given in Table I . There is also reported. for the elliptical movement paths, the percentage "correct" direction, i.e., the reported direction was the same as the imagined in the case of polar projection. The parallel projections were given a certain direction beforehand, and "correct" direction means in this case that this direction was the same as that reported. For the elliptical movement paths the mean of the ratio small axis/great axis of the ellipse was calculated.
Conclusion
The percentage of cases where direction of motion was "correct" was in all cases nearer the chance level than the 100% level. This is true also of a visual angle as great as 32 deg (both imagined and physical). The Ss do not seem to utilize this possibility. This might be due to a low sensibility to accelerations (cf. Gottsdanker, Frick. & Lockard, 1961) . but this explanation is contradicted by the often spontaneously reported variations in perceived velocity. This indicates that the restriction of constant speed is not applied. Nor does the restriction of a circular path seem to be applied, as the perceived path is flatter according to 22 the responses. This means that depth is underestimated. which is a common result in experiments on space pcrccpuon. It might here be related to the conflicting cues consisting of lhe proximally constant size and brightness of the spot.
EXPERIMENT 2 VERTICAL CHANGE: ONE LINE Geometrical Analysis
From distal to proximal stimulation. In parallel projecuon there is no vertical change of the proximal stimulation when the distal stimulation changes distance to the picture plane. In polar projection there is such a change. The vertical dimension is here represented by a vertical line. distally moving with constant length in a circular path with its midpoint in the same horizontal plane as S's line of sight. and proximally changing length during a horizontal to-and-fro motion as shown in Fig. 2 where proximal length IS given on the y-axis, measured with lis smallest length as unit. (Absolute length of the distal line does not affect the form of the curvc.) The form of the curve is identical for the two directions but not its phase relations to the horizontal change.
Therefore, one x-axis is given for each direction. This means that when the distal rotat ion is clockwise the proximal length has a maximum when gomg from right to left and a minimum when going in the other direction. This is reversed for the counterclockwise direction. Amount of change of length and the form of the change vary with imagined visual angle as defined above. That the vertical change is different proximally for rotation and oscillation was stated by Kilpatrick (1953) but he did not make a detailed analysis. Hershberger (1967) pointed out the difference between the two directions in increasing and decreasing proximal distance between two points distally moving in a circular path. These changes were said to be unambiguous cues as to the direction of rotation provided they were perceptible. The present authors agree with Hershberger (1967) that the proximal stimulations are different for the two directions and that information in this meaning is available, but emphasize the importance of the reverse analysis.
Possible reverse projections. If the statement that information
is available means that there is only one alternative reverse projection, it is again found that the proximal variable fails to give information. With no restriction applied there is an infinite number of possible reverse projections. In that case, form, length, and inclination (angle towards the horizontal plane) could change. If the restrictions are applied that form, length, and Inclination are constant over time the number of alternatives is reduced. With these restrictions applied the direction of motion is determined. A proximal horizontal change from right to left with a maximum length in the middle of the movement and a change from left to right with a minimum in the middle means clockwise rotations in reverse projections, and with maximum and minimum interchanged counterclockwise rotations are obtained. Absolute length of the line and mean distance to S are not determined. however. The form of the perceived movement path is somewhat complicated here. If only the vertical change is used, the reverse projection gives a circular path with the restrictions applied above for ducction. but this is in conflict With the reverse projection from the horizontal change. In this experiment the horizontal change was given in parallel projection, i.e., it had a smusoidal form. which gives no mformation about direction. Thrs form was chosen m order to isolate the effect of the vertical change on perceived direction. The difference in reverse projection from the conflicting changes is not very great, however. The sinusoidal horizontal change predicts a somewhat distorted circular movement path.
Problem
The geometrical analysis showed the possibility of determining the direction of motion from the proximal vertical change with three restrictions applied. The aim was to see if the Ss utilize this possibility. As it is possible that the correct amount of change of length and the exactly correct form of this change for the length and the exactly correct form of this change for the imagined visual angle are not necessary, also smaller amounts and a sinusoidal form of the change were tried out.
The following specific problems were studied: (I) Do the Ss perceive the direction of motion given in the proximal vertical change when the restrictions of constant length, form. and inclination are applied. r.e., do they report the "correct"
Perception & Psychophysics, 1969, Vol. 6 (I) direction? (2) What is the form of the perceived path of movement? (3) Are the answers to the two problems above dependent on amount and form of change of length?
Method
Stimuli. The stimuli were oscilloscope-generated vertical lines moving sinusoidally in the horizontal direction (physical Visual angle = 32 deg). Three conditions of change of length were used: (I) the change of length "correct" for the horizontal physical visual angle' (32 deg), which gives a maximum to minimum length ratio of 1.8: I, (2) a very small change of length (ratio I. I: I. which corresponds to an imagined visual angle of 5.4 deg), and (3) no change of length (ratio I: I). Both horizontal movement and change of length had a frequency of 0.5 cps with a phase difference giving maximum length in the middle of the right-to-left movement and minimum length in the middle of the other horizontal direction when the clockwise direction was imagined, and vice versa in the counterclockwise case.
The form of change of length was given both in correct polar projection (32 deg) and in sinusoidal form. The two imagined directions of rotation were given in equal number to each stimulus where length was changing.
The width of the lines was 0.5 cm and the mean length 12.5 em on the screen, values corresponding to visual angles of 0.6 and 14.2 deg, respectively. The mean length IS arbitrary from a polar projection point of view and this one was chosen as the maximum allowed by the arrangements. The vertical visual angle changed between 14.9 and 13.6 deg for the I.I: I ratio and between 19.9 and I I.I deg for the 1.8: I ratio.
Viewing conditions and apparatus. These were the same as III Experiment I with the following additions. The line was produced by a high frequency modulated by the low frequency which gave the form of length change. The phase differences between horizontal and vertical changes were obtained by a variable phase function generator feeding both the sinusoidal horizontal movement and either the modulating sinusoidal low frequency or (in the case of polar projection change) the triangular change governing the specially built function gene rat or. which In this case produced the modulating frequency Procedure and subjects. Four blocks were given, which means eight presentations for each combinallon of changes. Otherwise the procedure was the same. Three male and seven female students of psychology served as Ss.
Result
The result is reported in the same way as that of Fx pcnmcn t I and given in Table I . As each 5 gave eight responses the percentage is calculated from a total of 80 responses. "Correct" direction means the same as in Experiment I, stimulus With no change of length being given an arbitrary "correct" direct Ion beforehand.
Conclusion
The result indicates that the proximal stimulus variable change of length of a vertical line, in certain phase relations with the horizontal motion and combined with the restrictions of constant length. forms. and .inclinarion determines the perceived direction of motion Already a change with a ratio between maximum and minimum proximal length of 1.1: I was enough to increase the number of perceived rotations considerably. whereby the direction usually was "correct." The degree of change of length had great effects on the perceived movement path, giving a circular path for the greater change and an cllipucal path With much less depth for the smaller change. The form of the change of length was not cssenllal
Tlus result is at vanunce with Power's (19(, 7) interpretation of his result that the change of the edges parallel to 1he axrs of rota lion is ineffective as a cue to direction of rotation. TIllS IIlterpretation may be questioned, however, because of~he unknown effect of the irregular contours he used when wanung to eliminate the effect of the corresponding straight hne. The proximal changes from these contours are very cornpl icated and may be used in some way by the observers, and thus the effect of the straight lines is not eliminated but replaced by another kind of change. The starting point for Power's study was that there seems to be available information in rectangular shapes that is not available in shapes giving the oscillation illusions. The po inI of view taken here is that information about direction of motion is available, in the meaning given above, for all shapes but that in certain cases further factors may be at work. In Ames' (1951) study a rnaxirnurn-mmimurn ratio of 1.2'1 for the proximal length of the vertical lines was not enough to avoid the illusion. while in the present study a ratio of 1.1: I was generally enough to get a "correct' direction of mot ion. Ames systematically introduced factors to maximize the illusory effect (Kilpatrick. 1953) , and one of these factors was the asyrnmcrncal form of the window. This form may be expressed in terms of the difference in length of the vertical sides. The effect of the introduction of a second line was studied in Experiment 3.
EXPERIMENT 3 VERTICAL CHANCE: TWO LINES Geometrical Analysis
From di3tfll to proXimal stimulation. The distal event considered is one with two lines moving as the vertical edges of a trapezoidal window. with its axis of rotation midway between them. The proXimal stimulation corresponding to this consists of two vertical lines oscillating horizontally. each with a horizontal change in polar projection as described for the point in Experiment I. but with a phase difference of 1f radians between the two Iinel, The vertical change is for each line as described in Experiment 2. The mean length for the two lines differs according to their distal length and mean distance. but the forms of the changes are proportionally identical.
Possible revene projections. The reverse projections for each proximal line are the same as those described in Experiment 2. If the restrictions of form. length, and inclination being constant over time are applied. the direction of motion is determined. The length of the line and thereby the mean distance from 5 to this line is not determined. (These statements are true also for the sinusoidal changes used in this experiment. the movement paths in reverse projection being somewhat distorted. however.)
In the case of two lines some restrictions determining their relative length may be added. e.g .
• a restriction stating that they have equaJ length. When their proximal mean lengths are different this means different mean distances. The difference in proximal length was discussed by Graham (1963) as a perspective cue determining the oscillation illusion. Observe. however. that this cue is ambiguous, if the restriction of equal length is not applied. If this is not applied any ratio between the lengths and thereby any ratio between the distances is possible in reverse projection. Also with the restriction of equal length the absolute values of the lengths and the distances are undertermined.
The reverse projections from two lines of equal mean proximal length. with the four restrictions of length, form, and inclination constant over time and equal size applied. are two lines moving in identical paths. If the two proximal lines have different mean proximal lengths the movement paths of the possible reverse projections differ when the same restrictions are applied. The differences concern the mean distance from 5 to the line, that of the proximally smaller being further away, and the radius of the circular path. the proximally smaller having a larger one. When the difference ill proximal mean length is enough for the paths in the reverse projecuons to be nonoverlapping. the projections are similar to oscillation of a plane object where the movements of the vertical edges arc also nonoverlappmg paths, being circular. however, only with a nonrigid object. (In the case of oscillation of a rigid object the paths are arcs of circles identical for both directions.)
Problem
The relative mean lengths of the two proximal lmcs WIth the four restrictions discussed above applied determine the relative distance of the movement paths in the reverse projections. The aim of Experiment 3 was to see if this possibility determines the Ss' percepts.
The specific problems may be sta ted in this way: (I) Does a difference in proximal mean length of two lines make any difference in the perceived mean distance from 5 to the movement paths of the lines? (2) The change of length (frequency =0.4 cps) had an imagined extent "correct" for the physical visual angle of the horizontal movement (5.4 deg), which means a maximum to minimum length ratio of I. I : I and a change in visual angle of '9.4-17 7 deg for the larger line and 9.8-8.9 deg for the shorter. The form of change was sinusoidal, however. (Experiment 2 showed no effect of form of change.) The phase relation between the change of length (when appearing) and the corrcspond.ng horizontal change was given for both imagined directions. and when both !IIlCS were changing length they had the same imagined direction. The stimuli arc listed in Table 2 .
Viewing conditions. The small room of black cloth before the screen was replaced by a collimator lens (cxtention in the vertical plane, 56 x 34 ern) eliminating the two-dimensional cues from the screen, as it gave practically parallel light rays (cf. Johansson. 196i~) . The stimuli appeared to be moving m an empty space. The S looked into the lens monocularly in the height of Its central hue at a distance of 15 cm and leaned his chin on a support. The room was darkened during the presentations. ,1pparatus. The same basic apparatus as in the earher cxpcnrncnts was used with two additions. Both beams of the oscilloscope were utilized. A two-channel phase-lag apparatus was used together with the variable phase-function generator to anange the coordinated changes (up to four).
Procedure, The five stimuli with change of length were presented with both imagined directions while the two stimuli wuh no change of length were presented only once. The order was randomized for each S.Each stimulus was shown for 15 sec. The instruction was essentially the same as in the earlier cxpcnrnents with the exception that the Ss were instructed to draw the two perceived movement paths (as seen from above) on a paper. mdicating the direction of rotary paths. They were also asked to indicate if the lines were perceived as the vertical edges of a plane object. or if they were perceived as not combined. The drawings were made after the stimulus presentation in good lighting.
Subjects. Fifteen undergraduate students of psychology served as s..
Result
The drawings indicating the perceived movement paths of the two hnes were divided into two categories: (I) same mean distance from S, including mainly two subgroups. (a) identical paths for the two lines, either elliptical or linear, and (b) a linear path perpendicular to the line of sight and in the middle of an elliptical path; and (2) different mean distances from S, in 90% of the cases consisting of nonoverlapping movement paths. The result IS given in Table 2 .
The direction of motion in the case of elliptical paths was "correct" (as defined above) in 91% of these paths. When the proximal lines had the same mean length they were perceptually combined to form the vertical edges of a plane object in 40% of the cases (35% to a rotating object and 5% to an oscillating one). When the proximal lines had different mean length only oscillating objects appeared (10% of all cases). A majority was thus not combined.
Conclusion
The difference in mean length of the two lines III this experiment had a very clear effect on the perceived mean distance. Proximally shorter lines were usually placed further away. the number of lines changing length being of little importance. This result may be contrasted with that of a pilot experiment where a stationary line was introduced in the situation of Experiment 2. With this arrangement the stationary line was usually perceived (about 80% of the cases) in the middle of the elliptical path of the rotary line, irrespective of relative length. That both lines are changing horizontally seems thus to be important for the effect to appear.
The result in this experiment applied to the rotating trapezoid points to the conclusion that even if the proximal vertical change, as Experiment 2 showed, can be used by observers to perceive "correct" direction further factors must be introduced. With one line the mean distance is undetermined in reverse projection. When two lines are given a relative mean distance can be determined. however. It seems reasonable to assume that this factor is applied also in the case of the rotating trapezoid.
It has sometimes been reported that rotation appears earlier Perceptio,n 8t Psychophysics, 1969, Vol. 6 (1) than oscillation when both percepts appear (Miles. IC)~I. Mulholland, 1956) . One possible cxplananon would be thai the process determining relative distance takes longer umc than the utilization of the proxunal stimulation giving "correct" dirccuon DISCUSSION The theoretical analyses of the problem of mforrnanon about direction of rotary motion gave as a result that III one mearung there is, but in another meaning there IS not. The distal to proximal analyses showed that the proxrmal stimulauon frum motion in a circular path was different for the two directions. both the horizontal and the vertical change. In this mearung information is thus available in the proximal stimulation. But observe that polar projection is necessary.
The analyses of the possible reverse projections. on the other hand, demonstrated that there is not only one alternative given. The proximal stimulation IS thus ambiguous. and in this meaning information is not available in the proximal stimulation It IS possible. however, to introduce such restrictions that only one direction of motion IS a possible alternative. This means. however. a class of possible alternatives within which the number of possibilities is indefinite, e.g., because of absolute size of movement path and absolute length of Ime not being determined.
The results of the experiments showed that the possibility demonstrated for the horizontal movement pattern Was not utilized but that the possibility given in the change of length of a vertical line was utilized. It is the phase relation of this change of length to the horizontal movement that seems to be determining. The form of change of length, as given in polar projection, is not important. as sinusoidal form of change is equally effective It should not be concluded, however, that a horizontal change cannot be utilized by the Ss. Two or more spots moving horizontally and rcpresenung a distal rotation might give a higher percentage of "correct" directions. In this case a new vurrablc , relative motion. IS introduced. It has been shown (Graham. 1905) that man is very sensitive to changes in relative monon. Graham (1963) stated that the differential angular velocity is an ambiguous cue to direction of motion, but it might be possible to obtain spccrfic reverse projections with suitable restrrctrons. The hypotheses that horizontal change might be utilized is strengthened by Hershberger's (1<)67) experiment where twothirds of u., Ss reported the "correct" direction of a few points moving only horizontally. It is possible that also other kinds of stimuli can be used by the Ss, A baSIC idea in the experimental approach in these experiments is that of simplification of stimulation. The trapezoidal window gives a very complicated proximal change. Some aspects of this change were studied in the experiments reported here. Certam problems are associated with the simplification. The proximal stimulation studied may contain change or nonchange from which confhcting reverse projections may be made. The nonchange of proximal size in Experiment I combined with a restriction of nonchanging size gives as reverse projection a lin car path instead of the circular one given from the proximul movement pattern. The reverse projections from the proxrmal vertical changes in Expenmcnt 2 gave other movement paths than those from the sinusoidal horizontal change. The problem was not important III the experiments here. where direction of rotation was the main interest. hut It ought to he studied further as a general problem for an approach With Simplified proximal stimulation.
What is the relevance of the results with this Simplified stimulation for the more complex stimulauon from which the study started? The experiment With one vertical lme dcrnoustratcd that the Ss could perceive the "correct" drrccuon of rotation. This may seem to be III conflict With the fact of the perceived oscrllauon of the trapezoid, but there is not necessarily J con lhct. The experiment with two lines showed that the proxuually shorter line is perceived further away. It seems probable that the same perceptual principle is applied to the vcrucul edges of the trapezoid, thus giving oscillation. The present authors' analyses are in this respect related to Graham's (1963) , where the importance of "perspective cues" was stressed, but here the ambiguity of this proximal stimulation and the necessity of s(!ine restriction are emphasized.
Another problem when comparing the two lines and the trapezoid is whether there is a difference between the perceived movemen t paths of the lines and those of the vertical edges of the trapezoid. In the experiment with two lines the paths were elliptical. If the vertical edges of the trapezoid are perceived to move in the same way, it would be expected that the trapezoid is perceived to change shape. This is generally not reported. This may depend on the speed of rotation of the trapezoid usually bcmg too slow to allow percepts of changing shape to appear, or it may depend on the lines between the vertical edges affecting the perceived rigidity of the trapezoid.
The experiments here were centered around the trapezoidal shape. The central role of this shape has been questioned by Pastore (1952) , who obtained perceived oscillation from rotating objects of a variety of shapes. Shape is not unimportant, however, as is shown. e.g., by the different occurrence of oscillation when the objects have rectangular or trapezoidal form. Shape has also been shown to affect the perceived angle of oscillation (Epstein, Jansson, & Johansson, 1968) .
